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an analysis of the typefaces used by nearly 100 leading newspapers shows that 10 fonts have
emerged as industry leaders. according to the study, the 10 most popular typeface families (in
order)are: poynter (36 newspapers), helvetica (28), franklin gothic (27), times (20), utopia (12),
nimrod (9), century old style (8), interstate (8), bureau grotesque (7), and miller (7). the study

was conducted by examining pdf versions of newspapersthat are posted on newseums web site.
a study released on nov. 9, 2004found that newspapers use only a few typefaces even though

there are manymore available for newspaper design. the study, conducted by ascender
corporation from sept. 30-oct. 22, also found that many of the typefaces were designed

specifically for the newspapers. thirty-five out of the97 newspapersstudied use a custom-
designed typeface in addition to fontsthatcanbe purchasedoff the shelf. an analysis of the

typefaces used by nearly 100 leading newspapers shows that 10 fonts have emerged as industry
leaders. according to the study, the 10 most popular typeface families (in order)are: poynter (36
newspapers), helvetica (28), franklin gothic (27), times (20), utopia (12), nimrod (9), century old

style (8), interstate (8), bureau grotesque (7), and miller (7). the study was conducted by
examining pdf versions of newspapersthat are posted on newseums web site. combination marks

are logos that combine a wordmark with an icon or illustration. the design can be simple or
complex. for this style of logo, its important to find not only a font that feels on-brand but an icon
that speaks to your business. also, think about the visual weight of the icon you select and how

that balances with your text. does one overwhelm the other your icon and font should also share
a similar or complementary style. for instance, the organic font of the ginger + oak logo works

well with the artful, hand-drawn leaf, but might look out of place with a more abstract or cartoon-
like representation. the tilt of the lemon icon combined with its simple shape, mirrors and

reinforces the shape of the e in the lemonade stand logo making a pleasing cohesion. these are
the sorts of things to consider when combining text and icons into a logo.
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this is the first release of the typeface,
and its also the first release of the glyphs
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lite set. it consists of 25 glyphs in 3 styles
(light, regular, and bold). this package
also includes three extra characters: a

minus sign, a plus sign, and a period (full
stop). if you need a larger font set (with a

lot of characters and glyphs) you can
download the glyphs pro set. we used the
british computer society code of practice
as our weight guide. the light weight is

best for display, the regular is the best for
text, and the bold is best for body text.

the light and regular weights can be
combined into a display style for special

applications. our intention with poynter is
to develop a typeface whose expressive

and legible qualities make it ideally suited
for technical communication. this release
of poynter uses the windows reference
character set for its character set. this

means that european glyphs like en dash,
em dash, and euro symbol will not work.
if you have trouble getting these glyphs

to display, try putting the typeface in
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"compatibility mode" by using
type1/type1a font database software, or
use the windows character map to swap

out the problematic characters. either the
font will display perfectly and correctly or
it won’t. fonts can display correctly even
when there are no glyphs which display

correctly. if your computer can’t find any
glyphs displaying correctly, it will display
the “missing glyph” symbol. however, if
the font is missing one or more of the
glyphs that you need, you can get a

partial result by swapping missing glyphs
into positions where you do have the

required glyphs. (you can swap glyphs
using the fontviewer in microsoft word.
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